A Maker Space is a physical location where people gather to share resources and knowledge, work on projects, network, and build. Makerspaces provide tools and space in a community environment. Connections is designing a mobile maker space that will be travelling around the Greater Kingston Area delivering workshops to students in K-12. We are looking for B. Ed. Teacher candidates on their alternative practicum placement at Queen’s University to work closely with Connections’ Outreach Coordinator and engineering students to design and prepare a science/engineering outreach module. The Education teacher candidates will learn to distill complex scientific concepts in a way that is fun and engaging for students, while gaining the confidence they need to approach other scientific topics in their own classrooms.

To apply for this Alternative Practicum Opportunity, please submit a cover letter stating why this position is of interest to you and a recent resume to the Queen’s Education Community Outreach Centre, at the e-mail address provided.

community.outreach@queensu.ca